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Savers and taxpayers are (also) challenging EU construction  

Media focus on ¨Brexit¨ referendum. But with a nod of history, a first test - from the core - 

will take place on June 21st. Indeed, the German Constitutional Court will rule on whether 

the Bundesbank should be allowed to participate in the OMT program of the ECB, or 

whether it violates articles 123 and 125 of the EU treaty. The Court will address the crucial 

issue of ¨rampant¨ risk mutualisation. Authorisation would spell transferring bankruptcy 

risks from individual bondholders to (healthy) taxpayers. The path to Euro-bonds would 

eventually be cleared. But the domestic political landscape is barely supportive for this! In-

deed, for the first time in several decades, CDU and SPD jointly fell below 50% in the latest 

poll. The buying power of German savers eroded because of the financial repression 

organised by the ECB. The foundations of the German financial system are also put at risks 

by ZIRP and NIRP. In Germany, in spite of a buoyant economy, a revolt against ¨Europe¨ is 

spreading across most of the layers of the society.  

The era of unconditional trust in the EU institutions is over 
 

Abenomics is dead, long live Abenomics !  

Lower inflation expectations are raising real interest rates; this is JPY supportive and is 

fuelling lower profits. This will further cap investment. Optimists expect now that the recent 

restraint from BoJ is temporary and that a budget give-away will occur post-elections. We 

seriously doubt it for several reasons already mentioned in previous publications. The risks 

to slide into a deflationary black hole are real. Room to manoeuvre (i.e. twist banks or 

public pension funds’ arms) collapsed, following the latest fiasco with GPIF.  

The big Japanese reflation plan, as conceived three years ago, is dead. Watch for 

inevitable and potentially disruptive political initiatives over the summer 
 

A soft but long cycle in the US  

Markets have re-priced for ¨New Normal¨: future contracts for eurodollar (policy) rates – for 

December 2018 –stabilised in past months below 1,5% (versus 4% by the end of 2013). 

Though vibrant and early, the US reflation has failed to restore ¨usual¨ growth and inflation. 

In its very popular ¨Secular Forum¨, the apostle of New Normal (Pimco) published its latest 

5y forecast s: US GDP growth will reach on average 1,5 to 2% and inflation stay below 2%. 

This tepid expansion will neither close the output gap, nor bring inflation to target. Not 

everything is dark still... Firstly, the country has space to run a Keynesian type of 

expansionary fiscal policy. A surprising deal was signed on budget law suspending the debt 

limit up to March 2017 and increasing federal spending by over US 80bn in the next two 

years. This may actually add about 0.25% to GDP growth. A nice additional surprise may 

come from an overseas profit repatriation bill. There are also early signs of a growing 

consensus among presidential campaigners for large infrastructure plans. Secondly, 

expansions don’t die of old age. Incidentally, the economy is pretty balanced (no 

overinvestment, no overconsumption). Markets’ indicators (like the shape of the yield curve, 

     Performances 2016 
 (May 31st, 2016) 

Equities 

MSCI World -0.1%  

S&P 500 +1.6% 

Eurostoxx -5.5% 

Nikkei -10.1% 

MSCI Emerging +2.0% 

 

Bonds  

US Treasury 10y +3.3% 

US Corporate +5.4% 

Bund 10y +3.4% 

EU Corporate +3.1% 

 

Currencies 

USD index -2.4% 

EUR/USD +2.1% 

GBP/USD -1.5% 

USD/CHF -0.3% 

USD/JPY -9.0% 

 

Commodities 

Gold +14.6% 

Silver +15.6% 

Oil (WTI) +36.3% 

 

Source: Bloomberg 
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« An opaque political landscape »  

additional austerity. The influx of refugees in Germany, and Austria is a fiscal boost, 

as immigrants will be provided with shelter, drugs, education, food, medical services 

coming from public authorities. This may add 1% to German GDP growth in 2016 

and 2017. Europe may finally experience an end to fiscal obstruction.  

China’s integration into the global financial system is a game-changer. The new 

status of the Yuan, as a reserve currency, will deliver stabilising effects, across the 

balance sheets of foreign central banks. China is gradually becoming a significant 

global liquidity provider, with the Yuan widely used in trade payments. The de-

pegging from the dollar area allows China to adopt a more appropriate / independent 

monetary policy.  

In spite of the gloom from most economists, our BLA – proprietary - macro 

composite indicator is entrenched in the neutral zone. This features anaemic growth, 

above stall speed, but below potential over coming quarters.  

Risks of a recession are pretty low, absent an exogenous shock or a significant 

policy mistake 
 

Come-back of the currency volatility? 

May was a short inflection point and was a good month for the USD on the whole. 

The USD trade weighted index rose some 2.7% to reverse 3 consecutive months of 

losses. With the Fed back in play and investor having adopted a neutral positioning, 

there is room for the USD to resume its multi-months downward trend. The USD will 

trade broadly lower against its G-10 peers over the coming months now, as investors 

have acknowledged that the Fed will gradually normalize its monetary policy.  

The implications of Brexit for the UK and EU economies are difficult to assess, 

beyond the fact that heightened uncertainty during the negotiation period would 

weigh on growth in both regions. A modest relief rally is likely in the case of a 

¨Remain¨ result, with a risk sell-off in case of Leave. Brexit could mean a weaker 

GBP, steeper gilt curves and lower UK equities. As for EU assets, Brexit would likely 

mean lower core long-rates with periphery underperforming & initially weaker EUR. 

The long-term impact is difficult to predict. The trend is still skewed towards a 

renewed JPY appreciation. The size of the 2nd supplementary budget is not 

expected to be clarified before July 10th elections. In addition to this, market 

participants could heighten their concerns for Brexit again. Risk sentiments would 

deteriorate as the referendum approaches and short-term investors’ JPY long 

positions have been unwound to a neutral level.  

the out-performance of cyclical sectors) are also reassuring.  

The US economy will ultimately face a ¨stable disequilibrium¨, absent bold (structural) 

reforms and stimulus  

A new regime for emerging markets, with growth remaining under pressure  

Over the past decade, investment boomed thanks to a dramatic rise of private debt. 

Non-financial private debt spiked from about 80% of GDP in 2000-2008 to 130% in 

2015. Over the past months, rising spreads, and drying-up of foreign capital inflows 

fundamentally changed tack. The slowdown in debt accumulation will prevent capital 

spending from rising. The stabilisation of commodity prices will not suffice to restore 

solid growth.  

Emerging markets will experience lower demand, productivity and inflation than in 

former decades  
 

Silver linings in the cloud, after all!  

In Eurozone, fiscal policy may finally turn mildly expansionary. Many years of belt-

tightening resulted in fiscal fatigue. French and Italian governments will ostensibly 

disobey Maastricht rules in 2016, resisting European commission demand for 

No reason to sell gold  
 

After touching $1,300 an ounce, 
gold was back on the $1,210, 
investors fearing further decline 
with rising in Fed Funds. We still 
think that the price of gold should 
perform well.  

1) Real interest rates matter, 
instead of nominal rates. The 
current environment remains 
favourable to gold: short rates 
will not go up very gradually, 
while we have observed 
inflationary pressures in the 
United States. In a 6-month 
horizon, it is possible that real 
interest rates remain negative.  

2) The Russian and Chinese 
central banks are buyers of 
gold.  

3) In the recent decline, there was 
no outflow from ETFs; on the 
contrary, last week, holdings in 
gold rose in ETFs.  

4) The dollar should not 
appreciate.  

Gold (and silver) remain attractive 
hedge or diversification in portfolios. 
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INVESTMENT CONCLUSION 
 

After a long digestion of political and commodity related risks, markets have healthily 

consolidated. Risky asset have proved resilient lately.  

Indeed, the US stock market is doing well despite an imminent rise in Fed Funds; 

investors begin to positively accept a normalization of the Fed’s monetary policy, 

considering the problematic environment of negative interest rates, especially as rising 

Fed Funds will be very gradual.  

 

Oil prices are normalizing; if OPEC failed to put a production stabilization plan at its 

last meeting (last Friday), we still perceive an implicit desire to maintain prices in the 

range $50-$60. The Saudi Arabia’s new policy in diversification of its sources of 

revenue obviously requires a stable oil price to succeed in the transition and ensure 

the success of the flotation of a (small) part of the capital of Aramco (5% for a total 

value of $ 2,000 billion for the group) within 2017-2018. Aramco accounts for 10% of 

the global oil production. In the summer, investors will start to anticipate an exit of 

recession in profits.  

 

We remain cautiously constructive in terms of allocation. An opportunistic approach is 

definitely warranted in this landscape.  

TIPS: short-term pain for 
a long-term gain  
 

The recent small correction in US 

break-even is more a short-term 

shock. While oil prices have remained 

fairly solid, the USD has 

strengthened. This is not the early 

sign of a creeping change in the 

recent trends. An appreciating US 

dollar is abating as a headwind. US 

deflation is no longer an imminent 

risk. The US April CPI posted its 

largest increase since February 2013. 

The inflation upturn is even more 

pronounced in forward-looking prices-

paid surveys. A greater number of 

purchasing manager survey 

respondents reported paying more for 

products and services in March and 

April. As oil supply is tightening, 

current prices look increasingly 

sustainable. US inflation pressure will 

persist as factory-gate price increases 

are passed to consumers. Rising 

inflation means owning TIPS instead 

of nominal US Treasuries.  
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